A Brick and Mortar
Guide to Instagram
Leveraging Instagram to Drive More
Foot Traffic and Engagement

Stats & Facts
Instagram is the prime platform to use when targeting Gen-Z
and millennial customer bases. Many businesses and stores
are using the photo-sharing platform to attract younger
customers onto their websites and into their stores through
visual storytelling. By joining Instagram as a professional
page, your business can connect with customers through
posts, likes, comments, and shares. Here are a few things you
need to know about the app.
Instagram is a community of over 600 million people,
businesses, and organizations worldwide. In the US, well over
half of Gen-Zs and millennials use the app. Whether sharing
their own Instagram Stories or checking out brand-sponsored
posts during their hourly scroll, these groups, who visit the
platform devoutly, love Instagram’s eye-catching photos and
vibrant account pages. While more women than men use the
app, both genders enjoy connecting with users, pages, and
stores through photos and videos.

Users and Overall Demography
Mostly used by female millennials who make between
$50,000 and $74,999 and live in urban areas

Adoption by region

55%

36%

30%

of 18 to 29 years old in the
US are using Instagram

Location (USA)
32%

Urban-dwellers
Suburban-dwellers
Country-dwellers

28%
18%

31%

24%
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Key Features
Location Tagging

Explore Page

Instagram’s location-tagging feature is an excellent opportunity
for your store when it comes to outreach. When sharing a
post or promotion on Instagram, there is an opportunity to tag
or label a certain location, such as “Los Angeles, California” or
“McDonalds, Times Square.” By tagging a location on a post,
other users and potential
customers can discover
the post by visiting the
page for the tagged
location. All public posts
with that location are
shown together, so post
visibility is increased.

One unique thing about Instagram is its Explore page. Brands
and businesses know that if influential users like or share
their content, those users’ followers will flock to the business’
accounts. While any social media platform can help companies
achieve this, Instagram can do so in a subtler, yet more
effective way. On the Explore page, users see a scrollable grid
of photos, Stories, and videos that have been liked by one or
more of the people they
follow. Often, users scroll
through their Explore
feed just as they would
with their Home feed.
This goes a longway in
terms of visibility, and it
is specific to Instagram—
though other platforms
have Discover or Explore
pages, none are as
prominent as Instagram’s,
which shares a tab with
the app’s search bar and
sits adjacent to the user’s
Home feed.

This feature is especially
notable for businesses
reaching out to their
surrounding areas. Most
of the posts in the tag for
a given location, New York,
New York, for example,
are likely from people
based in that area. While
location tagging increases
viewership from potential
customers, businesses
can also use the feature
to reach out to other
accounts on the page
through a like, comment,
or direct message.
• Location tagging is an excellent opportunity for your
brand when it comes to outreach. When sharing a post or
promotion on Instagram, there is an opportunity to tag or
label a certain location, such as “Los Angeles, California”
or “Portland, Maine.” By tagging a location on a post, other
users and potential customers can discover the post by
visiting the page for the tagged location.
• It is important to tag general areas rather than specific ones
when tagging location. People are more likely to browse
through your city’s more general tag than the tag for your
store (e.g. Using “Los Angeles, CA” is better than “M.A.C.
Cosmetics, Los Angeles.”).

Summary
While there is no doubt
that other apps, including
Snapchat, have become
popular amongst young
crowds, Instagram still takes the cake when it comes to
customers actually purchasing the products they see on
social media. Sponsored posts appear in users’ feed as if
they are just another photo by a followed friend or celebrity,
rather than an attempt to hard-sell a brand or product. And
although Instagram posts don’t allow for Internet-linked
content in photos or captions, platforms such as Like2Buy
allow customers to purchase items shown in a photo by an
account. Between the visual aspect of appealing photos and
the opportunity for app users to purchase products from the
feed, Instagram maintains a strong ability to market and sell
brands, especially to Gen-Zs and millennials.
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Tips & Tricks
Whether introducing your store to the app or giving your
business’ account an online makeover, here are some basic
tips to optimize your marketing through Instagram.

1

Create Instagram accounts for
your store locations and give store
associates the opportunity to curate
and connect.

To connect with your own audience in a similar way, track
popular hashtags, especially for weekdays (#HumpDay,
#MotivationalMonday), and follow commemorative or
celebratory days (National Ice Cream Day, Fourth of July,
summer solstice). Choose an image that represents your store
location and its unique aspects rather than your entire brand.
You can opt to feature products on these occasions, or just
share a picture that relates specifically to your store and your
target customers.

By creating separate accounts for each location of your store,
each store can target its specific customer base. Not all store
locations share the same customer culture or attitude, so
making an account for each store optimizes customer interest
in the content, along with sales or events that the store may
host. Compared to a large main account, smaller accounts
are an opportunity for better business-customer interactions.
There is generally less traffic on the account, so it is easier
for the store associates managing the account to respond
to comments, questions, and direct messages about the
store. Instead of having to cover multiple regions or locations
from one account, separate store accounts are a chance to
personalize content distinctly for a location’s customer base.
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Don’t just advertise your brand; share
the culture of your store through your
posts.

There’s more to your store than its products alone. Not every
photo, Story, or video has to only feature your products in
order to convey your message. Once again, Anthropologie is
a prime example of this strategy at work. New York City and
Los Angeles, two cities with distinguished cultures, tailor their
content to their unique audiences. 			
The two photos from the two stores are very different from
each other, and unlike the images that the brand’s main
Instagram would show; each store features its surrounding
area, where its customers are based. To differentiate
themselves from the main brand and its other locations, the
stores relate to their customers by conveying their unique store
cultures.
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If you’re looking to promote
viewership, tag your location as a
general area rather than a specific
place.

If your business is Anthropologie Fifth Avenue and it’s near
New York City’s Union Square, tagging your post with “New
York, New York” or “Union Square Park” will place your photo
in a larger tag with many contributors and viewers, compared
to tagging “Anthropologie Fifth Avenue.” In this photo, the
store decided to tag the larger area instead of the exact store
location. This
decision sends the
store’s photo out to
everyone who tags
Union Square Park,
which is a much
bigger group that
those tagging the
individual store. In
this regard, think
of location tags as
similar to hashtags—
the more popular it
is, the more people
will follow it and
see it. If your store
is only beginning to
create its Instagram
presence, tagging
a more popular,
general area will
help you get started
and promote
viewership.
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Let your customers brand your store’s
feed.

On Instagram, businesses and customers primarily
interact by means of comments, likes, and direct messages.
Some brands are now
giving their customers
the opportunity to be
“regrammed”— reInstagrammed— and
featured on their
page in exchange for
posting a photo with
the brand hashtagged
or tagged. You
can do the same
thing for your store.
Whether you have
your customers tag
your account, share a
hashtag, or tag your
store location in their
posts, you can feature
their photos of your
product on your feed
while they, essentially,
advertise your store
for free. Not only
are they letting their
followers know about
your store, but they are also helping your store individualize and
distinguish itself with photos from location-specific shoppers.
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Use Radius8 to transition your
followers from Instagram hashtags to
in-store shopping bags

Radius8 can connect you with your customers by providing
them with an easy way to shop their local store. Based on
location-specific influences and trends, your store can drive
more online orders and in-store visits. Create new sales
opportunities and enhance store productivity by taking
advantage of local currents.
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About Us
Radius8 empowers retailers to dynamically merchandise online
using the context of their physical stores and local
market intelligence to drive online conversions and store foot
traffic.
Our retail cloud builds analytics and trends per each store
location that monetizes the unique aspects of local markets.
The R8 platform leverages local online browsing behaviors,
instore sales trends, inventory, and more to intelligently build
context based on location, maximizing the customer experience
so that you can convert more traffic.
Radius8 provides a locally sourced online experience that
increases customer engagement and drives greater sales in a
flexible cloud platform that works with your existing website,
app, and social media presence.

707 State Road, Suite 105
Princeton NJ 08540
609.375.8851

https://www.facebook.com/radius8
https://twitter.com/radius8

www.radius8.com

https://www.linkedin.com/company/radius8
https://www.instagram.com/radius8inc

